
 
How do we communicate in an 

artistic way? 
 

We live in a seemingly peaceful era. Behind this superficial prosperity are all 
kinds of barriers and crises, and all kinds of disharmonious brilliance show the 
extreme luxury of material. But our thoughts are becoming poorer and more 
boring. How can our increasingly weak bodies bear our souls. We need to 
restart our spiritual consciousness and connect with this world again from a 
deep level. 

 

The soul inherited in our blood is incomplete and our lives are constantly 
repairing this deficiency. When each event triggers the hidden code that we 
hid in the lineage, we will gain "knowledge".  And this kind of "knowledge" and 
reality "knowledge" contrast, we will have knowledge and grow. This is my 
path to self-awakening, recounting the source of the blood, the spiritual 
solitude, and the rebuilding of the soul.  

 



When we cannot exhaust the truth of the soul, we will be in awe of the 
unknown.  And all our efforts are to grow and mature a little bit in the process 
of searching for the truth, and then slowly awaken the soul. The opposition of 
the will and the game of spirit will make our minds face subversive touch 
points. 

We are a generation with scars, walking on the edge of fragile relationships. 
Always trying to talk to others and the world in an artistic way. Or in a 
confrontation, communicate with a sceptical eye.  

 

In the pain, my feelings are more sensitive and my consciousness is clearer... 
As we move forward with heavy burdens, we feel the greater miracle of life 
and the deeper love for the world. 

 

This time, I submitted the painting "Casting the soul-confrontation" to 
participate in this event. Interpreting our physical and mental wounds in an 
artistic way, so that the soul can be comforted.  

 

Jianfeng Chen 

E-mail: chenjianfeng812@163.com  

https://www.singulart.com/zh/artworks/jianfeng-chen--casting-the-soul-
confrontation--1058771 
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